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Spring & Autumn courses in English 

1. OBJECTIVES 

Social Work at Thomas More Kempen offers a range of courses that are taught in English 

and also organises work placements for international students with internationally oriented 

social work organisations in Belgium. Incoming international students can also do real 

research projects for the field organisations that Thomas More Kempen works with. In 

doing so we, we try to give students the experience of what it actually means to be working 

in a social work environment in Belgium and to guide them as much as possible in this 

learning process. 

This section of our website provides further information on the programme in English for 

the academic year 2017-2018. Whereas in the past the programme was organised for 

international students only, it is now also offered to our (Belgian) degree students in social 

work. The programme is now an integral part of our internationalisation at home policy. 

We aim at integrating international students as much as possible in our own degree 

programme, so that foreign students benefit from having Flemish students in the course 

and our own students can learn from the international input. 

 

Courses in English are offered both in the autumn term as well as in the spring term, so 

that we can accommodate international students at the campus all year.  

 

Courses are taught by qualified staff of Social at Thomas More Kempen. The programme 

also comprises a number of study tours (e.g. the European Parliament), seminars and visits 

to organisations. Some lecturers will be invited as guest speakers. 
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2. COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 

Course 

code 
Course title Semester Lecturer Credits 

Z130072 English Language and Intercultural 

Communication in Social Work 

Spring J. Basstanie 5 

Z12229 

Z11323 

Dealing with Global Challenges Autumn 

Spring  

P. Lievens 5 

Z11830 Vircampus 

 ‘Social Work in Europe’ 

please note this course is 

exceptionally not available in autumn 

2017 

Autumn K. Verelst 5 

Z13456 

Z13455 

Survival Dutch Autumn 

Spring 

H. Geerts 3 

Z10701 Vircampus Community Development 

 

Spring B. Dierckx 15 

Z13099 Philosophy and Law in Social Work Spring P. Lamberts-

Van Assche 

5 

Z13073 Participation in Intensive Programme 

 

Spring K. Verelst 5 

Z12228 Research 

 

Autumn K. Verelst 5 

Z10641 

Z13168 

Work placement in Field Organisation Autumn 

Spring 

J. Basstanie 20 

17 
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OPTION COURSE 

Course code Z13072 

Programme title ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IN SOCIAL 

WORK 

Lecturer Jurgen Basstanie 

Credits 5 

Period/Length Spring Term, 12 weeks (24h) 3rd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 20  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

Targeted level Common European Framework of Reference B2–C1 (upper-

intermediate to advanced) 

 There is an increased demand for social work practitioners in 

Belgium today to be well equipped to deal with clients and client 

groups with foreign language backgrounds. The social work 

profession is being internationalized more and more. 

Professionals have to deal with newcomers, asylum seekers, 

fugitives and others who do not have Dutch as a native 

language. Social cultural workers are increasingly involved in 

organizing events and activities that attract international 

audiences and in personnel management, company workforces 

are no longer monolingual or just Belgian. Other social worker 

will start working abroad, for NGOs in developing countries for 

instance. Furthermore, students considering to study on on a 

Master’s level will also benefit from having their English in place. 

 

At the same time English is gaining ground as an international 

language worldwide. It has become the language to master if 

you want to profile yourself internationally. This does not mean 

that French, German and Spanish are less important, but the rise 

of English as the language for international communication has 

been indisputable in the last few decades. 

 

This is a course in English proficiency for social workers that will 

allow participants to intensively work on their speaking and writing 

skills in English, mainly in situations that are relevant to social 

workers. Social work students are usually able to express 

themselves in English but they often lack a well-developed 

vocabulary and a range of 

Learning 

outcome 

 The student will feel better equipped and more confident 

when having to use English in professional, intercultural 

situations, both in speaking and writing. 
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 The student will speak and write English more fluently in 

situations that are relevant for social workers. 

 The student will speak and write English more accurately in 

situations that are relevant for social workers. 

 The student will have insight into how language and culture 

are intertwined and will be able to deal with intercultural 

communication more adequately. 

Entry 

requirements 

This course is aimed at Dutch speaking social work students in 

their third year, as well as at international students. Students 

should have an intermediate level at the start (CEFR B1). 

Contents The emphasis of the course is on the development of language 

skills relevant in social work professions. Particular attention is 

paid to interviews and consultations: how to build rapport and 

empathize with a wide range of clients, how to have effective 

conversations considering social etiquette and cultural differences. 

Furthermore it goes into presentation and seminar skills, writing 

emails and reports. Listening and reading skill strategies are also 

developed. It works on areas as developing vocabulary, fluency, 

pronunciation and grammatical correctness. 

 

The course promotes learner autonomy. It trains students in how 

they can improve in English at their own pace using the (internet) 

resources that are available worldwide. Remedial teaching will be 

used to work on students’ individual needs. 

 

It trains students in how to be successful in intercultural 

communication using existing intercultural communication 

models. As a part of the course there is an organised study trip 

to London 28-30 Nov 2013. 

Approach The course combines lectures with seminars, group work and 

individual self-study. Guest lectures on intercultural issues and 

field visits will be organized, so students are confronted with 

native speakers from the field and real intercultural situations, 

also from language backgrounds other than English. To put things 

into practice, a visit to social work organisations in London is 

organized (28-30 November 2013). It will allow students to put 

their skills into practice and to compare how social work is 

organised in the UK as opposed to Belgium. 

Learning 

materials 

 Van der Voort, Piet. Core Grammar for higher education. 

Noordhoff. 2009 

 Articles from The Economist, Newsweek 

 Recordings by BBC World Service 

 Syllabus  

 Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (CD-rom) 

(2011) Pearson Education 

Some of these are for reference only. 
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OPTION COURSE 

Course code Z12229 and z11223 

Programme title DEALING WITH GLOBAL CHALLENGES 

Lecturer Pieter Lievens 

Credits 5 

Period/Length Autumn Term Z12229, 12 

weeks (48h) 

Repeated in Spring Term 

z11223 

3rd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 30  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

  

Learning 

outcome 

 The student will acquire insights in globalization processes 

and  competencies to see global challenges as opportunities, 

to manage resources for implementing innovative ideas. 

 The student will be able to integrate contemporary and 

international perspectives in professional behaviour and 

functioning. 

 The student will be able to reflect on learning contexts. 

 The student will be able to function in a multidisciplinary and 

international team. 

 The student will gain international and intercultural 

competences. 

Objectives This module gives insight in global challenges like North‐South 

inequity, economic inequality, growth, development cooperation, 

food security, migration, asylum and traffic in women, climate 

change and sustainable development. The module provides 

international perspectives and alternative world views. We discuss 

how to deal with these challenges by looking at globalisation and 

neoliberalism, international cooperation, international 

organisations (UN, NATO, OSCE, Council of Europe, EU), 

international theories (realism, liberalism, constructivism) and 

good international practice. All incoming international students 

attend this module.  

Assessment Oral examination with written preparation 

Continuous assessment 
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OPTION COURSE 

Course code Z11830, please note this course is not available in autumn 2017 

Programme title VIRTUAL CAMPUS COURSE: MODULE “Social Work in Europe” 

Lecturer Katrien Verelst 

Credits 5 

Period/Length Autumn Term, 12 weeks 2nd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 10  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

 Online courses with face‐to‐face coaching at Thomas More 

Kempen. The student attends the courses together with students 

from all over Europe in a virtual classroom. 

Contents For all course details, please read: 

http://www.virclass.net/index.php?action=static&id=64 

 

 

  

http://www.virclass.net/index.php?action=static&id=64
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OPTION COURSE 

Course code Z10701 

Programme title VIRTUAL CAMPUS COURSE: MODULE “International Community 

Development” 

Lecturer Bieke Dierckx 

Credits 15 

Period/Length Spring Term, 12 weeks (48h) 3rd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 20  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

 Online courses with face‐to‐face coaching at Thomas More 

Kempen. The student attends the courses together with students 

from all over Europe in a virtual classroom. 

Contents This course will focus on different theories, methods and 

approaches in community work from an international perspective. 

The course consists of several parts. One part focuses on theories 

and methods, another part consists of a case-study related to a 

video/virtual case. Students will make a project plan related to the 

case, by collaborating and comparing different approaches. 

 

The students will learn about community work and its historic 

background and come to understand the risk of manipulation 

when community work is not worked out from a grass-root level. 

Students will also learn about the advantages and power in 

approaches carried out from a bottom-up perspective.  One of the 

main aims of the course is that students develop a critical 

understanding of the wide range of  

Though theories and methods of community work, students 

develop the ability to recognize these in current projects and are 

able to design a project plan of community work, and show which 

steps and facilities are needed for realizing and managing 

processes and products. 

 

Students will work with a solution oriented focus, and by solving 

tasks they will reflect on situations concerning community work 

from a social work perspective and compare with the situation in 

other countries. Students will work both individually and in groups.  

 

The course will start with an introduction to the e-learning 

platform, class and the virtual classroom to acquaint students with 

the international group of students and teachers with whom they 

will be working. Every second or third week students will receive 

new learning material and new tasks to work on both individually 
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and in groups. The tasks given will be related to the objectives of 

the course. Students who deliver their tasks on time during the 

programme will receive a response and guidance from the teacher.  

Participating as a student requires students to provide feedback 

to each other, both in terms of their own individual perspective 

and how issues might be seen from their country’s perspective. 

Students who join the course have to enter the classroom at least 

once a week. Compulsory online conferences among students and 

teachers will be arranged during the study period.   

 

All elements in the course will be organized and administrated 

through a common virtual learning management system.  

 

Please find the Curriculum Plan ‘Community Work from an 

International Perspective’ on 

http://vircamp.net/index.php?action=static&id=161 

 

Course material Virtual Handbook Community Work 

Screen Lectures, Virtual case and triggers 

 

Literature: 

Adams, R. (2009). Being a critical practioner. In Adams. R., 

Domminelli, L. & Payne, M. Critical practice in social work, 

Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmilliam. Ch 21, pp 233-248 

 

Borrop. T. (2006). The Creative Community Builders´s Handbook. 

How to Transform Communities using Local Assets, Art, and 

Culture. Fieldstone Alliance 

 

Bracht, N., Kingsbury, L. & Rissel, C. (1999). A five-stage 

community organization model for health promotion. In Bracht, N. 

(ed.) Health 

promotion at the community level: new advances.  2.nd ed. 

Thousand Oaks, Calif, SAGE Publications, pp 83 - 104 

 

Ife, J. & Fiske. L. (2006). Human rights and community work. 

International Social Work 49 (3) pp 297 – 308 

 

Ife J. & Tesoriero, F. (2010). Community Development. 

Community-based alternatives in an age of globalisation. Pearson 

Education Australia 

  

Larsen, AK., Hole, GO (2007) The Role of the Virtual Classroom in 

Opening up the European Curriculum, pp 73 - 89 in: 

Frost.E.;Freitas,M.J.; Campanini,A.  

(2007) Social Work Education in Europe. Rome. Carocci 

 

http://vircamp.net/index.php?action=static&id=161
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Mast.T. (2006). Logical Framework Approach with an appreciative 

approach. Sida Civil Society Centre 

 

McKnight, J.L & Kreetzmann, J.P. (2005). Mapping Community 

Capacity. In Minkler, M (ed) Community organizing and 

community building for health, New Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers 

University Press 

 

Ronnby, A. (2009). Empowering people by community building. In 

Strand Hutchinson, G (ed.). Community work in the Nordic 

countries- new trends. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget 

 

Rohleder, P. Swartz, L., Carolissen, R., Bozalek, V. & Lebowitz, B. 

(2008): ‘‘Communities Isn’t Just About Trees and Shops’’: 

Students from Two South African Universities Engage in Dialogue 

About Community’ and ‘Community Work’. Journal of Community 

& Applied Social Psychology 18:, pp 253–267 

 

Swanepoel, H. & De Beer, F. (2007). Community Development - 

Breaking the cycle of poverty. Landsdowne, SA: Juta & Co Ltd. 

 

Twelvetrees, A. (2008). Introduction: What is community work?. 

In Community Work. Basingtoke: Palgrave Macmillam 

 

Wallerstein. N. (2006). What is the evidence on effectiveness of 

empowerment to improve health? WHO Europe, Health Evidence 

Network Report February 2006 

 

Økland & Henriksbø. (2009). Community work in the Nordic 

countries- new trends. In Strand Hutchinson, G. (2009) 

Community Work in the Nordic Countries – new trends.  Oslo:  

Universitetsforlaget 

Assessment Portfolio and written exam 

 

The assessment in this course will be by submission of a portfolio. 

This means that the course will be task-centered and as part of 

the learning process students will receive feedback on their tasks 

during the course. As a result, students will have an opportunity 

to improve their initial presentations. All tasks must be completed 

before the final assessment. Completed tasks will be assembled 

into a portfolio and a number of these tasks will be required for 

the presentation portfolio. The maximum number of words in the 

presentation portfolio is 8000, plus a further 1000 words for 

reflection on the learning experience.  Information about which 

tasks student will be required to deliver for the final 

assessment/presentation portfolio will be given to students 

approximately three weeks before the final assessment is due. 
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OPTION COURSE 

Course code Z12228 

Programme title RESEARCH 

Lecturer Katrien Verelst 

Credits 5 

Period/Length Autumn Term, 12 weeks 3rd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 5  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

 Incoming students get coaching and supervision in order to 

profoundly elaborate a specific and innovative social work topic or 

question. This results in an extensive paper. Subject to be 

discussed with coach. 

Learning 

outcome 

 Students can approach and deal with research questions and 

projects from field organisations in a justified way 

 Students can write and present their research findings in 

English 

 Students can deal with supervision in research projects. 

Approach Students select a topic from the list of current research topics 

and projects from our field organisations in the Social Work 

faculty. They mainly focus on: 

 

 Fighting poverty 

 Pro-active ageing and positive resources of care towards the 

older people 

 Domestic violence 

 Diversity, identity and social inclusion 

 

Together with the coach they decide on a research topic, 

research goals, approach and research outline. The student then 

writes a paper in English 

Assessment Paper in English and presentation 
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OPTION COURSE 

Course code Z13099 

Programme title PHILOSOPHY AND LAW IN SOCIAL WORK 

Lecturer Piet Lamberts-Van Assche 

Credits 5 

Period/Length Spring Term, 12 weeks 3rd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 30  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

  

Learning 

outcome 

The students will gain insight in different approaches to justice: 

the utilitarian approach, the categorical approach, the honour and 

virtue related approach. 

The students will become acquainted with the great philosophers 

(Bentham, Mill, Kant, Rawls and Aristotle) representing these 

traditions. 

The students will try to answer moral questions from these 

different perspectives. 

The students will find out why, according to Aristotle, they should 

be(come) involved in politics. 

Entry 

requirements 
 

Contents ‘Justice. What’s the right thing to do?’ Is it always wrong to lie? 

Can killing sometimes be morally required? Is the free market 

(always) fair? What about affirmative action? What is justice? In 

the course the students will think their way through such 

contested issues as equality and inequality in distributive justice, 

outsourcing pregnancy, euthanasia, same-sex marriage, loyalty, 

patriotism, as well as the ethical questions they are confronted 

with every day. 

Special focus will be on the moral limits of markets. Do we want 

a market as part of our economy, or a market society? 

Approach Classical lectures with discussion on moral dilemmas. 

Learning 

materials 

Sandel, M (2009). Justice. What’s the right thing to do? Penguin 

Books. 

Sandel,M (2012). What Money can’t buy. The Moral Limits of 

Markets, Allen Lane. 

Sandel, M . Justice. What’s the right thing to do? Online Harvard 

course on the internet. 

Assessment Oral examination with written preparation. The students prepare 

a question of their own choice in advance. 
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OPTIONAL/COMPULSORY COURSE 

Course code Z13073 

Programme title INTENSIVE PROGRAMME SOCIAL WORK 

Lecturer Jurgen Basstanie 

Credits 5 

Period/Length Spring Term, 12 weeks 

10 days abroad 
2nd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 5 per IP  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

  

Contents An intensive programme (IP) is a ten day stay, mostly abroad in 

a European country, during which you work intensively on a 

current theme in social work with students from other European 

partner institutes. In the preparation phase you study literature 

on the theme involved. In the implementation phase, you attend 

classes rom specialists and execute various assignments in 

groups. In a third phase students disseminate the results and 

conclusions of their work through a digital channel. The topic of 

the IP varies every year. 

 

Students participate in one of the intensive programmes that are 

offered in spring 2015. 

Cost is 250 euros including travel and subsistence. Destinations 

are to be determined every year. 

 

OPTIONAL/ 

Course code Z13456 autumn 

Z13455 spring 

Programme title SURVIVAL DUTCH 

Lecturer Hans Geerts 

Credits 3 

Period/Length Spring Term, 12 weeks 

10 days abroad 
2nd year Social Work 

Class size Maximum 20  

Entry level zero 

  

Contents Basic Dutch language to get by social and professionally 
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OPTION  COURSE 

Course code Z10641 or  Z13168 

Programme title WORK PLACEMENT IN FIELD ORGANISATION 

Lecturer Katrien Verelst 

Credits 17 or 20  

Period/Length Spring & Autumn Term 

Length TBD 
3rd year Social Work 

Class size NA  

Entry level Common European Framework of Reference minimally B1 

(intermediate) 

 Students are assigned an organisation in the Kempen region, 

Antwerp or Brussels, where they can train their social work 

competencies while dealing with clients in a supervised learning 

agreement.  The students will be assigned an internal work 

placement supervisor, who has regular meetings with the 

students.  The student will also be followed up by a lecturer from 

the Social Work faculty. 

 

All organisations have the possibility to work with the students in 

English.  The local languages spoken will be mostly Dutch, and in 

some cases French. 

 

Students will not be remunerated during their placements, as the 

placement is regarded as a learning activity, not as a job.  The 

students will also be fully insured at work, including third party 

liability, when they are fully registered as exchange students at 

Thomas More Kempen. 

 

The following assessment form will be used to assess the student’s 

performance. 

Contents To be determined 

Assessment Interim assessment interview and final assessment 
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3. SOCIAL PROGRAMME AND WELCOME DAYS 

The social work faculty offers a number of study visits that incoming international students 

can participate in, if they wish.  Some of the visit are subsidised by STIP: the student 

information point. Visits scheduled for 2017-2018 are: 

 

 Brussels and the European Parliament 

 Field organisations Geel 

 Geel and the Gasthuismuseum 

 Lier 

 

Welcome days are organised three days prior to the start of the autumn term and spring 

term. Participation to the welcome days is compulsory.  Students will be matriculated and 

will get to know all services and facilities of the campus 

 

Dates autumn term: 13-16 Sept 2017 

Dates spring term: 7-10 Feb 2018 

 

Start autumn term: 18 September 2017 

Start Spring term: 12 Feb 2018 

The student information guide will help students get used to Geel. 
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4. ASSESSMENT 

Both the taught part and the work placement will be assessed with the following grading 

scale. Results will be sent to the International Coordinator of the student’s home institution. 

 

ECTS grading scale 

ECTS Grade Students normally 

achieving the 

grade 

Definition 

A 10% Excellent - outstanding with only minor errors 

B 25% Very good - above the average standard but 

with some errors 

C 30% Good - generally sound work with a number of 

notable errors 

D 25% satisfactory - fair but with significant 

shortcomings 

E 10% sufficient - performance meets the minimum 

criteria 

FX  fail - some work required before the credit can 

be awarded 

F  fail - considerable further work is required 

 

 

5. Schedule 

The autumn term runs from 18 September until 22 December 2017. The exam period is 

from 8-29 January 2018. The mid-term break is from 30 October until 5 November 2017. 

 

The spring term runs from 12 February 2018 until 25 May 2018. The exam period is from 

28 May 2018 until 18 June 2018. 

 

 

6. Registration and cost 

No tuition fees are charged for students from colleges and universities that Thomas More 

Kempen has a bilateral Erasmus contract with. However, participants will be charged 

around 50 euros for course materials. The actual cost will be communicated at the start of 

the term. There will also be additional expenses of around 50-100 euros if students want 

to participate in the social programme. 

 

To register please use this link 

link: https://tm.moveon4.com/locallogin/53b658710f9d308c5d000000/eng. 

 

https://tm.moveon4.com/locallogin/53b658710f9d308c5d000000/eng
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Also send a full CV (using this site http://europass.cedefop.eu.int/), covering letter (hard 

copy in duplicate and electronic version), Learning Agreement and ECTS Application Form 

to: 

Miek De Cuyper (Ms) 

International Coordinator Social Work 

Thomas More Kempen 

Kleinhoefstraat 4 

B-2440 GEEL, BELGIUM 

Tel. + 32 (0)14 56 23 10 

Fax + 32 (0)14 58 48 59 

E-mail: miek.decuyper@thomasmore.be 

 

Participants should specify in which field they prefer to work for their social work projects. 

 

Please notice that the number of places is limited to 20 foreign students per term. So it is 

recommended to apply before the end of October for the spring term and before mid-May 

for the autumn term. 

 

Documents to submit by email and regular mail to Jurgen Basstanie (see address above) 

 Europass CV 

 Cover letter 

 Proof of English 

 Transcript of records 

 Erasmus+ learning agreement, or Erasmus + training agreement 

 

 

7. Accomodation 

The university college does not own any form of student accommodation, but it commits 

itself to finding accommodation for visiting students with private landlords. It is important 

that students have accommodation arranged before arrival so unless students tell us to do 

otherwise, we allocate rooms to them. To make sure that all information is correct 

concerning the accommodation rental, the student has to fill in the move on link link:  

https://tm.moveon4.com/locallogin/53b658710f9d308c5d000000/eng. 

 

Flats and houses are usually shared with a group of people. Kitchen, toilets and showers 

are mostly shared. The rent ranges from 200 to 350 euros per month depending on the 

location and the size of the room. Most rooms now have Internet connection, but 

supplements may have to be paid for it. Students also pay a share of the community tax 

(the equivalent of half an academic year) and contribute in the fire insurance costs. There 

is usually a deposit of one-month rent. 

 

Since Geel is a provincial town and since the college is just outside the city bypass, students 

are recommended to rent a bike from the college. The charge is very inexpensive. Please 

contact Ms Patricia Cools to apply for a bike patricia.cools@khk.be 

  

https://tm.moveon4.com/locallogin/53b658710f9d308c5d000000/eng
mailto:patricia.cools@khk.be
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8. INSURANCE 

As soon as you are accepted, you need to fill in the insurance and emergency card and 

send it to your departmental international coordinator. Your application can only be 

accepted favourably, if you can prove that you are correctly insured, for personal 

accidents but also for third party insurance. If you are not sufficiently insured Thomas 

More Kempen will take the necessary insurance at your cost. 

 

 

9. On arrival in BELGIUM 

Students that come by plane probably arrive at Zaventem Airport or in Charleroi. There 

are direct train (or bus) connections from the airports to Brussels. Geel is about 1.5 hour 

travel from the airports. The best way of travelling is from BRUSSELS NORD to 

ANTWERPEN-BERCHEM. There students change trains to the NEERPELT line, which calls 

at GEEL. 

 

All students are strongly advised that they carry a visa or valid passport. All students 

must register with the police within seven days of arrival. They have to bring three 

passport photographs, documentary evidence of sufficient financial support and a letter 

of admission (which they will get from the college upon arrival).  

 

http://www.khk.be/khk04/eng/applyInternational/documents/Insuranceandemergencycardincomingstudents.doc

